
PlanIt Tree & Shrub Care  
Now Hiring-    Plant Healthcare Specialist 
Overview 

PlanIt Tree & Shrub Care is a rapidly growing tree care company that specializes in the most Scientific 
Plant Health Care related tree & shrub care services.  We are actively seeking the right candidate to fill 
the position of Plant Health Care Specialist.  In addition to offering great earning potential comes great 
advancement opportunity within a rapidly growing industry recognized by the very nature of its green 
contributions.  Whether you are a recent graduate or experienced PHC technician, PlanIt Tree & Shrub 
Care is committed to not only promoting the right individual but offering long term career stability, 
advancement and earning potential along with advanced training of Arboricultural services.   

Job Description 

As a Plant Healthcare Specialist, the vast majority of your time will be spent outdoors, in the beautiful 
landscapes of Chicago’s Northwest Suburbs.  You will be responsible for the majority of the company’s 
tree & shrub care treatment applications.  You will interact with customers on a daily basis, discussing the 
nature of the visit, answering basic questions and acting as a liaison between the customer and the 
consulting Arborist.  You will be driving a new company service truck on a predetermined route with 
scheduled stops on a daily basis.  Plant Healthcare Specialists are responsible for providing a wide range 
of Arboricultural tree & shrub care services.  Treatment methods will include (but not limited to) spraying 
of trees, trunk injections, prescribed fertilizations, soil amendments and more.  The Plant Healthcare 
Specialist will report directly to the company owner and consulting Arborist.   

Qualifications / Requirements 

This position requires someone who is entirely reliable and on time for work every day.  They must 
maintain efficiency through strong organizational and time management skills in order to effectively 
complete daily service routes.   Plant Health Care Specialists possess excellent communication skills with 
both our customers and their supervisor while exercising the ability to work independently on a daily 
basis.  They must also demonstrate the willingness to grow their knowledge in a constantly evolving 
industry focused on improving our natural surroundings through proper care of trees and shrubbery.  This 
individual must enjoy working outside and be highly tolerant of often extreme weather conditions. He or 
she must possess great respect & appreciation for trees and shrubs as well as the entire natural world 
surrounding us.   

In addition to a valid driver’s license, Employee will need to have / obtain an Illinois Spray Applicators or 
Operators license through the Department of Agriculture in order to legally and safely apply chemical 
treatments to trees and shrubs.  Strong work ethic, communication, sales skills, punctuality a 
must.  Though we are willing to train the right candidate, 2+ years’ experience in a Plant Healthcare 
Specialist position is preferred. 

*Candidates interested in this position please email geilrochford@yahoo.com or call 847-721-9198 

 

 


